
   
 

   
 

NEW PROMO SHEET 3/19 

NEW CAMPAIGNS, NEW OFFERS 
I CREATED AN EASY TO READ PRICE SHEET!  

REQUEST AN INVOICE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR DISCOUNTS & GET UP TO 15% OFF 
 

I have added a few new promotions for you proven to increase awareness to your brand and music. Get the latest 

price cuts and promotional offers that are safe and effective. I do more for less!  
 

SPOTIFY CAMPAIGNS 
5 slots available 

5000 real streams - $35 
20,000 real streams -$140 
50,000 real streams - $249 
80,000 real streams - $320 
150,000 real streams - $650 
30,000 real followers - $149 

*Custom streams count 
*Custom follower count  

Request Invoice 

 

YOUTUBE CAMPAIGNS 
3 slots available 

10,000 real plays - $35 
50,000 real plays - $149 
100,000 real plays - $249 
250,000 real plays $499 

1 million real plays - $2499 
*Custom play count 

*Custom follower count  
Request Invoice 

 

 

SOUNDCLOUD CAMPAIGNS 
7 slots available 

10,000 real streams - $18 
50,000 real streams - $49 
100,000 real streams - $75 
500,000 real streams - $119 
1 million real streams - $135 
2 million real streams - $199 
10 million real streams - $375 
20 million real streams - $499 

*Custom streams count 
*Custom follower count 

*Custom Comments 
Request Invoice 
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INSTAGRAM CAMPAIGNS 
5 slots available 

5,000 real followers - $45 
20,000 real followers - $175 
40,000 real followers - $299 

*Custom follow count 
Request Invoice 

 

 
REVERBNATION CAMPAIGNS 

3 slots available 
10,000 real streams - $29 
*Custom streams count 
*Custom follower count 

Request Invoice  
 

APPLE MUSIC CAMPAIGNS 
2 slots available 

 20,000 streams - $155 
55,000 real streams - $399 

*Custom streams count 
*Custom follower count 

Request Invoice 

 
TIDAL CAMPAIGNS 

6 slots available 
5,000 real streams - $65 

35,000 real streams - $429 
55,000 real streams - $625 

100,000 real streams- $1100 
*Custom streams count 
*Custom follower count 

Request Invoice 
 

 
I also offer: 

Tik Tok services 
Datpiff Services 

Livemixtapes Services 
Twitter Services 
& Many More 

 

 

(*) Add this service to your order for additional discounted fee 
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MAJOR NEWS PUBLICATIONS  
Get Featured- $750 

1 slots available 
OUR MOST POWERFUL CAMPAIGN 

Your release submitted to all Syndicated News sites like, ABC, CNN, Fox News, The AP Exchange, The Wall 

Street Journal Newsroom, New York Times Newsroom, Los Angeles Times Newsroom, Chicago Sun Times, 

Washington Post Newsroom & 350 other news & media sites.  Distributed directly to matched media outlets 

targeted.  Distribution to Associated Press journalists and editors, Distribution to major media outlet newsrooms via 

AP. Includes proof of syndication reports.   
Request Invoice 

 

PUBLICATIONS  CAMPAIGN 
GET FEATURED ON - $285 

2 slots available 
*Guaranteed 15 blog postings 

RaushaunWill Website 
SwerrrdMedia Website 
Mike Baggz Website 

Youheardthatnew 
Daily hip hop 
We stay chill 
The fronted 

Brain of bmw  
This is 50 

Djs doing work 
Industries most wanted 

Hip hop and hype 
Builtforhiphop 
Stardom mag 
Hip hop heads 

OnTheSceneNY 
Tent tv 

& Many more 
Request Invoice 

 

FM RADIO CAMPAIGNS  
FM Radio Campaigns Start At $5000  

Guaranteed heavy rotation campaigns on FM RADIO w/ Mediabase tracking reports   
Request Invoice 

 

IMPORTANT HOW DO I GET NUMBERS:   
I run your release through a series of ads on MySpace, Facebook, Instagram, Google, Yahoo & Bing similar to the 

eLeavers ads platform but 3x more powerful. The ads will stop once the guaranteed view/play count has been 

reached. Please be advised that I run all the ads at the same time. I use a special algorithm to send out the release 

when there is the most significant online traffic. This is the same method the labels use to sky rocket their artists 

release IE: Tekashi 6ix9ine. 
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If there is a service that isn't listed here you can always email me with the subject line "Please list" and the type of 

service you are looking for, I create custom campaigns and add new promotions to our weekly mailers often. 

 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE  
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately 

alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are not the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments 

is strictly prohibited. 

 

 
SwerrrdMedia LLC. 

PO Box 951  
Spring Lake, NC 28390 

(631) 704-5749 


